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Abstract—IEEE 802.11 WLANs are becoming more and more popular in homes and urban areas. As compared to traditional WLAN

setups (such as in campuses) where knowledgeable network administrators can make centralized decisions on channel selection,

access points (APs) in these networks are often deployed by network nonspecialists in an uncoordinated manner, leading to unplanned

topologies, interference, and therefore unsatisfactory throughput performance. We consider in this paper a distributed channel

assignment algorithm for uncoordinated WLANs, where APs can self-configure their operating channels to minimize interference with

adjacent APs. We first formulate the optimization problem on channel assignment which overcomes some of the weaknesses

encountered by uncoordinated WLANs. We show that the problem is NP-hard, and propose an efficient, simple, and distributed

algorithm termed CACAO (Client-Assisted Channel Assignment Optimization). In CACAO, the clients feed back traffic information to

their APs. This leads to better network condition knowledge and better channel assignment decisions at the APs. We conduct

extensive simulation study and comparisons using Network Simulator 2 (NS2). Our results show that CACAO outperforms other

traditional and recent schemes in terms of TCP and UDP throughputs with a similar level of fairness. Furthermore, it converges quite

fast and reduces cochannel interference significantly.

Index Terms—Wireless, channel assignment, client-assisted, traffic aware.
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1 INTRODUCTION

IN recent years, we have witnessed increasing penetration
of wireless broadband Internet into our everyday lives.

This is mainly due to the availability of affordable Wi-Fi
services and related consumer products, such as laptops,
PDAs, gaming devices, digital cameras, etc [1], [2]. In order
to allow these devices to access the Internet, more and more
people are setting up Wireless Local Area Networks
(WLANs) in homes, offices, schools, shopping centers,
libraries, airports, or wherever wireless connection is
desirable [3]. A recent study indicates that the total number
of new Wi-Fi enabled consumer electronic devices shipped
will grow from 40 million in 2006 to nearly 249 million in
2011 [4]. Driven by the growth of these Wi-Fi enabled
devices, demands for new WLANs are expected to rise
quickly in the near future.

These WLANs share some common features. They tend to
be uncoordinated, small in size, independently owned and
managed, and deployed in areas where access points (AP)
density may vary greatly. Although IEEE 802.11b/g defines a
total of 14 channels, only three (namely, channels 1, 6, and 11)
are nonoverlapping and can be used simultaneously without
causing interference. With the limited number of nonoverlap-
ping channels, channel assignment becomes a critical

performance factor for uncoordinated WLANs. Compared

to traditional WLAN deployments (e.g., enterprise or campus

environment), uncoordinated WLAN deployments (e.g.,

residential environment) present the following challenges

in the design of channel assignment algorithm:

. Network nonspecialists. Unlike WLANs managed by
certified system administrators, uncoordinated
WLANs are usually set up by inexperienced and
independent users who are not knowledgeable in
network configuration. These users very likely
expect the devices to be plug-and-play (i.e., self-
configurable). They cannot be expected to know how
to configure the appropriate channel to minimize
interference in their neighborhoods.

. Unplanned topology. In managed WLANs, such as
campus or enterprise networks, the system admin-
istrators can calculate where the APs should be
placed in order to minimize cochannel interference
and achieve high throughput. In uncoordinated
WLANs, on the other hand, APs are placed without
any concerted planning; some areas may have high
AP density and hence may experience high inter-
ference and poor performance.

. AP independence. Due to the absence of central
management and the prevalence of inexperienced
users, configuration for uncoordinated WLANs
should be as simple and automatic as possible. The
APs of different WLANs should operate indepen-
dently without any direct communication.

As the number of uncoordinated WLANs increases, so

does the cochannel interference. This is evident from the

measurement experiments conducted by Akella et al. [5],
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which show that most of the deployed APs transmit on the
same channel (channel 6), and only a small fraction
(14 percent) of APs use the remaining two nonoverlapping
channels. This means that many APs that overlap in coverage
are not properly configured to reduce interference, which
leads to low system throughput, as shown by Jain et al. [6].
Hua and Zheng [7] also show that there may even be
starvation (i.e., very low throughput) in a dense 802.11
wireless network.

We show in Fig. 1 a typical scenario of uncoordinated
WLANs in a residential environment, where each home sets
up its own AP independently without any a priori
agreement on channel assignment and AP placement.
Devices of different networks interfering (i.e., within the
transmission range) with each other are connected with a
solid line. For channel autoconfiguration, APs traditionally
use Least Congested Channel Search (LCCS), in which each
AP scans all available channels and chooses the one used by
the least number of associated devices (i.e., the so-called
least “congested” one) as its operating channel. However,
LCCS suffers from the hidden interference problem and the
nonuniform traffic distribution problem (discussed in detail
in Section 2). Consider the APs A, B, C, and D in Fig. 1. Even
though they are not interfering with each other directly,
their clients are in various ways. If these APs choose to use
the same channel, there may be much interference, affecting
the client traffic and the overall throughput.

In this paper, we propose and study a novel distributed
channel assignment scheme for uncoordinated WLANs.
The APs autoconfigure their channels depending on their
local traffic information. Our approach, termed Client-
Assisted Channel Assignment Optimization (CACAO),
makes use of client feedback to perform channel assign-
ment. Such feedback may be obtained using the proposed
IEEE 802.11k standard for radio resource management,
which defines a series of measurement requests and
statistical reports between an AP and its clients [8].

CACAO is scalable, as it is completely distributed. In
CACAO, mobile clients help their APs to detect interference
from adjacent networks. APs periodically query their
associated clients to collect reports on traffic statistics of
each channel. With this information, they are able to get a
better view of channel conditions, and hence can dynami-
cally and automatically reconfigure themselves to operate on

the “best” channel to reduce interference among basic service
sets (BSSs). Our approach overcomes the traffic distribution
problem and addresses the hidden interference problem.

We implement CACAO using NS-2 (version 2.30) with
support of multiple nonoverlapping channels, and conduct
extensive simulations. We compare it with the traditional
LCCS, state-of-the-art MAXChop [9], and Hminmax [10].
Our simulations show that networks using CACAO
experience much lower interference and achieve higher
throughput compared to networks using traditional and
recent schemes. CACAO also achieves superior throughput
with similar fairness.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
we survey related work. The problem formulation and
CACAO algorithm are presented in Section 3. In Section 4,
we discuss illustrative simulation results and comparisons.
We conclude in Section 5. Detailed literature survey, some
of the weaknesses of traditional channel assignment
approaches, and the implementation issue of CACAO are
presented in the supplementary file, which can be found on
the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.
ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TPDS.2011.59.

2 RELATED WORK

Much work has been done with the primary objective to
reduce interference and increase system throughput. There
are many centralized algorithms that assume network
administrators conduct site surveys and do propagation
modeling before network deployment [11], [12], [13], [14],
[15]. However, in uncoordinated WLANs, we cannot rely
on administrators to configure the network.

Mishra et al. propose a dynamic channel assignment
algorithm called CFAssign-RaC to achieve load-balancing
based on a “conflict set coloring” formulation [16]. Ahmed
et al. propose an algorithm using successive refinement to
solve a joint channel assignment and power control
problem [17]. Kauffmann et al. propose a measurement-
based self-organization approach for channel assignment
[18]. All these approaches focus on networks where all the
participating devices belong to the same enterprise, and
hence cannot be applied to uncoordinated WLANs. Later
proposed traffic-aware approaches in [19] and [20] consider
the changing traffic patterns to make channel assignment
decisions. Being traffic-aware, these approaches are able to
reduce interference dramatically. However, they are still
centralized algorithms and CACAO is able to be traffic-
aware in a distributed manner.

Mishra et al. propose a distributed algorithm called
MAXChop [9], which addresses channel assignment pro-
blem based on standard graph coloring formulation and
calculates a channel hopping sequence at each AP to reduce
interference. However, such hopping sequence needs to be
periodically communicated among APs, and frequent
hopping introduces much overhead into the system. More-
over, the MAXChop algorithm has not considered the
changing traffic pattern. As a result, it is possible that
heavily loaded adjacent APs are assigned to the same
channel at some hopping slots, leading to high interference.
Arbaugh et al. propose Hminmax [10] and formulate the
channel assignment problem as a weighted coloring graph
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problem. Their approach is based on the interference
experienced by clients. CACAO differs by taking into
account the real traffic load of both APs and clients, which
leads to better interference mitigation and better perfor-
mance. In this paper, we compare these two recent schemes
(MAXChop and Hminmax) with CACAO.

3 CACAO CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT

We first present the problem formulation in Section 3.1 and
show that it is NP-hard. We then propose CACAO, a
distributed algorithm to achieve high throughput and
fairness in Section 3.2.

3.1 Problem Formulation

In this paper, we consider uncoordinated WLANs with the
following characteristics:

. The APs are placed in an uncoordinated manner;
there is no central administrator to decide on the
number of APs to be placed and where they should
be deployed.

. Each AP belongs to and is managed by a different
individual or organization. Since the APs belong to
different authorities (which may have security and
privacy concerns), load balancing by device associa-
tion among APs is not allowed.

. Channel assignment decisions must be made based
on only the information gathered by the AP and its
associated clients.

. The clients associated with an AP only send data to
or receive data from their own AP.

We model the network as a graph G ¼ ðV ; EÞ, where V ¼
fap1; ap2; . . . ; apng is the set of nAPs. In the interference map,
there is an edge between api and apjðapi 6¼ apjÞ as long as two
nodes from their corresponding BSSs interfere with each
other. We illustrate three cases where two BSSs having an
edge between each other in Fig. 2. The circle of a particular
node indicates its interference range. Fig. 2a shows the case
where two APs are within the interference range of each
other, and hence directly interfere with each other. Fig. 2b
shows two APs (AP1 and AP2) and client A, which is
associated with AP1. Although these two APs do not
interfere with each other directly, AP2 interferes with client
A. Therefore, an edge exists betweenAP1 andAP2. In Fig. 2c,
the two APs cannot detect the existence of each other’s
network directly. However, due to reports from clientsA and
B, AP1 and AP2 are aware of each other’s existence.
Therefore, there is an edge between these two APs.

In this model, clients associated with an AP are grouped
with the AP and collapse into a single (super) node for the

purpose of interference accounting. Let Wðapi; apjÞ be the
potential interference level between APi and APj. The larger
the weightWðapi; apjÞ is, the higher the interference between
APi and APj will be if they use the same channel.

A very important part of CACAO algorithm is to
determineWðapi; apjÞ, which represents the level of possible
interference between BSSs. This is also the part where client
side channel condition report is used by APs to perform
better channel assignment. The method we use is to sum up
the total bitrate of each interfering flow belonging to two
different BSSs. A and B observe 600 kb/s from C which is
associated with a different AP.C, on the other hand, observes
200 kb/s and 400 kb/s fromA andB, respectively. Therefore,
the level of interfering traffic observed by ap1 with regard to
ap2 is 1,200 (e.g., 600þ 200þ 400), which is the edge weight
Wðap1; ap2Þ. Similarly, W ðap1; ap3Þ is 800. The resultant
graph (with regard to ap1) is shown in Fig. 3b.

Given the graph, let APSi be the set of nodes associated
with api. Also let Tn be the bitrate of outgoing traffic from
node n over a certain time interval. Then the potential
interference level between APi and APj for this time
interval can be calculated by

Wðapi; apjÞ ¼
X

n2APSi;m2APSj;i 6¼j;
ðTn þ TmÞ; ð1Þ

where n and m interfere with each other.
Next we define a Boolean function interference map

Iðapi; apjÞ for each edge, where

Iðapi; apjÞ ¼
1; if api and apj are on the same channel;
0; otherwise:

�

ð2Þ

One may consider that the product of W ðapi; apjÞ and
Iðapi; apjÞ indicates the total interference level between api’s
BSS and apj’s BSS.

Given GðV ;EÞ and Wðapi; apjÞ, channel assignment C is
a mapping C : V ! f1 . . . kg, where k is the total number of
nonoverlapping channels (e.g., k ¼ 3 for the IEEE 802.11b/g
standard). The channel assignment problem is to find a
mapping C such that the total interference level is
minimized, i.e.,

min
C
L G;Cð Þ ¼

X
8e¼ api;apjð Þ2E

W api; apj
� �

� I api; apj
� �

: ð3Þ

Theorem. Given a weighted undirected graph G ¼ ðV ;EÞ, with
n vertices, V ¼ fv1; v2; . . . ; vng, and a weight function
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Fig. 2. The three interference cases in which two APs have an edge
between themselves in the formulated graph problem. (a) Case 1.
(b) Case 2. (c) Case 3.

Fig. 3. An example to illustrate CACAO’s weight calculation. Solid line
indicates interfering traffic and dashed line indicates existing traffic.
(a) An example topology with traffic information. (b) The resulted graph.



Wðvi; vjÞ. Let C : V ! f1 . . . kg be a k-coloring of G. The
problem of finding C that minimizes

LG ¼
X

8e¼ðvi;vjÞ2E;CðviÞ¼CðvjÞ
W ðvi; vjÞ ð4Þ

is NP-hard.

Proof. First, we consider the general problem of coloring an
undirected graph, i.e., given a graph G ¼ ðV ;EÞ, does
there exist a k-coloring C : v! 1 . . . k, for 1 � k � jV j,
such that no two adjacent vertexes are of the same color?
By assigning a weight of 1 to all edges in our problem
formulation, we see that the objective value L ¼ 0 iff G
has a k-coloring assignment. Thus, the hardness of our
problem follows the hardness of the general graph
coloring problem, which is NP-hard. tu
Since the problem is NP-hard, we present a distributed

algorithm CACAO that runs independently on each AP and
client. The APs perform local optimization based on the
objective function and seek to minimize the expected
interference level for each time interval.

3.2 Distributed Algorithm

CACAO utilizes information gathered by APs and clients
on interference conditions to compute and minimize a local
objective function by switching to a channel that has least
expected interference. As mentioned, the algorithm is very
simple, and requires no direct communication between
neighboring APs. For networks with stable traffic pattern,
CACAO adaptively settles the global objective function
value to a local minimum.

Let api:cdenotes the operating channel of api. LetGðapiÞ ¼
ðV ðapiÞ; EðapiÞÞ be the subgraph of G containing only vertex
api and all its directly connected neighbors. We show in Fig. 4
an example to illustrate the definition ofGðapiÞ. Fig. 4a is the
complete graph which contains seven vertices. Vertices 2, 3,
and 4 are directly connected to vertex 1. GðapiÞ shown in
Fig. 4b is the graph that api can obtain locally based on
channel condition reports from its clients. Since the measure-
ment of each AP and its clients can only discover nearby
nodes that are within the interference range, the weight
calculation and channel assignment are done locally based on
the graph GðapiÞ for each api.

We show the CACAO algorithm for api in Algorithm 1.
First, every AP runs the initialization routine when it boots
up. During the boot-up period, each AP randomly assigns
itself to a channel chosen from the k nonoverlapping
channels (because there is no previous traffic information to
use to assign channel). Next, each AP periodically runs the
optimization routine to retrieve its clients’ interference
statistics and then computes the sum of the expected
interference levels with regard to each nearby BSS for each
channel for the next time interval. Because many online

applications (e.g., video streaming) have steady data
transfer rate, the amount of traffic observed for the current
time interval is a proper estimation for the traffic in the next
time interval. Therefore, after the optimization routine
calculates and compares the expected interference level of
each channel, the AP chooses the channel that yields the
least expected interference, and switches to that channel. At
the end of every time interval, each AP independently
chooses the appropriate channel assignment to locally
minimize the objective function ((3) in Section 3.1). Clearly,
the APs operate independently and the whole network does
not need any synchronization.

GatherStatisticðÞ is a procedure that is used to gather
statistics from clients. It returns the traffic information
collected by clients (see Table 1 in supplementary file,
which can be found on the Computer Society Digital
Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/
TPDS.2011.59). Then the AP’s optimization routine per-
forms computations and comparisons to decide which
channel the AP will use for the next time period by
procedure ComputeInterfereðÞ. This routine computes the
expected interference level that the entire BSS will experi-
ence for the next time interval. The channel with the least
expected interference level will be chosen. Finally the
SwitchToðÞ routine assigns the AP and its associated clients
to the chosen channel.

Next, we prove that this distributed algorithm converges
for a network with stable topology and data rate. Whenever
an AP performs the optimization, the graph is divided into
two parts. One is the local graph GðapiÞ. The other one is G0,
which is the original graph G minus api. For GðapiÞ, the
AP’s channel switching decision guarantees that the sum of
interference level of GðapiÞ decreases. For G0, since api is
taken out, the sum of interference level remains the same.
Therefore, a channel switching action guarantees that the
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Fig. 4. An example to illustrate the definition of GðapiÞ. (a) An example of
graph G. (b) The graph of Gðap1Þ.

TABLE 1
Simulation Settings



total interference level for graph G decrease. Therefore, the
global interference level is also guaranteed to converge to
some (local) minimum point over time.

4 ILLUSTRATIVE SIMULATION RESULTS

4.1 Simulation Metrics and Environment

We evaluate CACAO using packet-level simulations with
NS-2 network simulator. We compare the performance of
CACAO with three other channel assignment algorithms,
namely, the widely implemented LCCS, MAXChop, and
Hminmax.

We are mainly interested in the following performance
metrics: 1) Aggregate network throughput, which allows us
to study the impact of channel assignment algorithms on
the overall network throughput; and 2) Fairness of per-AP
throughput, which is an important metric for independent
WLANs. We measure the fairness in per-AP throughput
using Jain’s fairness index given by

F ðx1; x2; . . . ; xnÞ ¼
Pn

i¼1 xi
� �2
n
Pn

i¼1 xi
2
; ð5Þ

where the x0s represent the throughput of the APs.
We conduct our simulations on some deployed and

simulated topologies. Unless otherwise stated, we use the
values specified in Table 1 in our simulations. For simulated
topologies, we generate random networks. First, we
randomly place APs inside a rectangle bounding box. For
each AP, the number of associated clients is randomly
drawn from one to some maximum value. After the number

of associated clients is determined for each AP, we
randomly put them inside the coverage area of their
associated AP. For simulations using UDP traffic, we
generate CBR traffic with constant packet size using the
value specified in the table. For simulations using TCP
traffic, an FTP application is created, and no data rate is
specified. RTS/CTS is turned off because it is the default
setting in most commercial APs [21].

4.2 Illustrative Results

We compare the average throughput per flow of CACAO,
Hminmax, MAXChop, and LCCS in Fig. 5. For all
algorithms, the average user throughput decreases with
the increase of the number of independent WLANs due to
increasing interference and contention. When the number of
WLANs is small, the throughput achieved by all algorithms
is roughly the same (due to low interference). As the
number of WLANs increases, the performance of LCCS
decreases dramatically because it uses only AP side static
channel assignment. The performance of Hminmax and
MAXChop are much better. CACAO outperforms all three
by considering channel condition information to reduce
interference. Fig. 5 shows that CACAO achieves the highest
throughput for both UDP and TCP connections. It shows
that the channel condition information gathered by clients is
important for the APs to make good channel decisions to
minimize interference between independent WLANs.

We next study the performance of CACAO and other
algorithms on some real and representative topologies,
derived from the popular wireless network database Wigle
[22]. Six different topologies are used, as shown in Fig. 6. AP
placements and interference area are shown on the graph as
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Fig. 5. Average throughput per flow against number of APs for different
schemes.

Fig. 6. Simulation results over six topologies in the urban area, derived
from wireless network database Wigle. The bars represent, from left to
right, LCCS, MAXChop, Hminmax, and CACAO.



dots and circles, respectively. Clients are located randomly
inside the transmission range of their associated APs.

Simulation results for all topologies are shown in Fig. 6.
For each topology, throughput and fairness for both UDP
and TCP flows are compared using four channel assign-
ment algorithms. In all topologies, CACAO achieves the
highest throughput due to its better channel selection. The
fairness indexes of LCCS are the lowest, because some of
the APs have very low throughput due to improper channel
allocation. Fairness index achieved by CACAO, MAX-
CHOP, and Hminmax algorithm are similar. The high
fairness index of MAXCHOP is due to its channel hopping.
Since there are many slots during one hopping sequence, an
AP may experience high interference in some slots and low
interference in other slots. As a result, the overall
throughput of each AP is similar. On the other hand,
CACAO algorithm addresses the fairness problem from a
different angle. Unfairness comes mainly from the fact that
some areas have high interference and low throughput.
Therefore, by minimizing the total interference, systems
using CACAO can achieve more uniformly distributed
throughput (as to each AP) and better fairness index.

Next, we explore compatibility issue of CACAO by
studying the performance gain of incremental deployment
of CACAO in a normal network that uses LCCS. In Fig. 7a,
we show the overall system throughput improvement
versus the percentage of APs running CACAO. The
performance improves quickly in the beginning and then
flattens at some value (around 45 percent). This is because
when most of the APs run LCCS, channel utilization is not
even. Therefore, APs that run CACAO have more oppor-
tunities to switch to underutilized channels. This can
directly increase the overall throughput by reducing

interference and can increase overall performance quickly.
Fig. 7b shows the TCP throughput for APs that run CACAO
and LCCS separately, in the same simulation environment.
As shown in this figure, APs switching to CACAO not only
improve their own performance, but also boost the
performance of APs that still run LCCS.

We show CACAO’s convergence in Fig. 8 by presenting a
typical evolution of the global objective function over time
(for the fourth topology in the topology map with 21 APs).
CBR traffic is generated for this study and does not change
over time. As shown in the figure, the objective function
value decreases dramatically because APs switch to channels
with less traffic and avoid interference. CACAO converges to
a stable point after only a few rounds of optimization (an
average of 5.4 rounds for all six sample topologies).

We compare CACAO’s throughput with the optimal
solution based on brute force method in Fig. 9. Due to the
NP-hard nature of the problem, the performance comparison
is done using a small network. Obviously, the brute force
algorithm performs better. However, it is a centralized
algorithm with exponential running-time complexity. CA-
CAO achieves high throughput with small performance
penalty (within 20 percent).
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Fig. 7. Overall system throughput improvements and performance
measurements for individual algorithms.

Fig. 8. Objective function value over time on the fourth sample topology
shown in the topology map (21 APs). Constant CBR traffic is used.

Fig. 9. Throughput comparison between CACAO and Global Optimum
Solution.



We show the normalized throughput per flow and
fairness index of the system versus the number of channels
in Fig. 10. Clearly, the increase of nonoverlapping channels
has a positive impact on both per flow throughput and
fairness index. Overall, CACAO achieves the highest
throughput and a fairness index very close to MAXChop.

5 CONCLUSION

In recent years, WLANs have became more and more
popular due to the pervasiveness of wireless devices. Many
of these WLANs are independently set up by uncoordi-
nated and inexperienced users. Therefore, developing an
automatic and efficient channel assignment algorithm
becomes very important to these uncoordinated WLANs.

In this paper, we formulate the channel assignment
problem in uncoordinated WLANs as an optimization
problem. After proving that it is NP-hard, we propose a
distributed algorithm CACAO that tries to minimize the
interference level in the network.

CACAO overcomes the weaknesses of the commonly
used LCCS and other approaches. It is simple, effective,
completely distributed, and hence scalable. APs using
CACAO gather channel interference conditions statistics
with the help of their associated clients. This information
helps the APs to make better decisions on channel assign-
ment to reduce interference.

Using NS2, we implement the traditional LCCS, recently
developed MAXChop algorithm and Hminmax algorithm,
and our CACAO algorithm and run extensive simulations
to study their performance. Our results show that CACAO
improves network throughput significantly with little

compromise in fairness. It converges fast, and is adaptive
to traffic conditions to keep interference at a low level.
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Fig. 10. Throughput and Jain’s fairness index for the fourth sample
topology shown in the topology map (21 APs). Time varying TCP flows
are used in these simulations.
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